Enterprise Commercial
Print Suite

Enterprise solutions
for your business

Maximize the profit
potential of every job!
Most businesses deliver less than two thirds of their strategic performance potential
causing “strategy-to-performance gaps” often invisible to top management. The
Enterprise Commercial Print Suite with the Monarch MIS/ERP system at its core takes
aim at these gaps providing both general commercial and niche providers of sign and
security printing a powerful set of tools to drive efficiencies and new revenue streams.
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The Suite goes beyond traditional business management systems by delivering smart, end-to-end business
integration that organizes, analyzes, interprets, and leverages enterprise-wide data for process improvement. It
eliminates islands of information and connects teams and departments into a shared, streamlined workflow.
The software provides executive teams with a foundation of automation and business control unequaled in the
printing industry, improving capacity utilization, reduce waste, streamline operations, and growth in profit potential.
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Transformation at your finger tips
Start with accelerated, online job acquisition
MarketDirect Storefront and eCRM eliminate manual re-keying, errors, and delays by delivering information
seamlessly to your management, sales and production teams so they can act quickly. From allowing your print
buyers a customized, 24/7 solution for submitting orders to your team dispatching quote letters these online
tools will speed up your job acquisition.

Improve estimating accuracy and speed
EFI iQuote automates the process of picking the best path for a job through your plant. It processes
thousands of pieces of information for each job, including a careful look at virtually every piece of equipment and
capability you have. By capturing your best practices it gives each estimator the ability to perform at the highest
level, regardless of experience.

Optimize with smart, holistic scheduling
Monarch leverages the power and intelligence of PrintFlow Dynamic Scheduling to build a logical, efficient plan
based on real-time production and delivery priorities. By sequencing jobs based on priorities and production
characteristics, the end result is the electronic delivery of real-time run lists for each work center that represent the
most up-to-date and cost effective schedule.
®

The Enterprise Commercial Print Suite addresses every aspect of
your business
Accurate quantity management

Additional accelerated automation

Working in conjunction with the rest of the Suite, this
award winning shop floor production platform, AutoCount 4D, automates and delivers real-time shop floor
production data including counts, press status, speed
and other critical information directly from your
equipment. Empowering you to make informed
strategic business decisions that improve work flow and
production capabilities.

The Suite can add further automation with Process
Shipper. This award winning multi-carrier parcel
shipping management software is designed to
streamline freight shipping processes allowing you to
lower costs and transform shipping departments into
profit centers.

Unprecedented visibility
To enrich the high level visibility often needed to
effectively manage your business our Productivity
Workbench dashboard gives instant access to the
critical information needed. In addition, the dashboard
also provides an overarching, customizable
management view for owners and production
managers putting the power of control in the right
hands with critical data from across your entire
organization.

EFI Metrix further optimizes your planning and
imposition, allowing you to dramatically reduce
planning and prepress labor cost and shorten job
throughput.

Long-term business success
The Enterprise Commercial Print Suite gives you the
total package with the tools necessary for immediate and
long term success. At EFI, we’ve listened, and continue
to listen, to our clients and our client- and industrydriven development road map continues to add to the
system’s powerful, flexible, and intelligent capabilities as
the leading Print MIS/ERP solution for large single- and
multi-plant operations.

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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